; example out of nine exforms coordinated turns or whether changes in the direction of migration result from spatially confined laperiments; see Supplemental Movie S1 in the Supplemellipod extension so that a local extension process mental Data available with this article online) (Bailly et on the left or right of the leading edge would preferenal., 2000; Servant et al., 1999) . DCs that were already tially lead to turns in that direction (Figure 2A ). Mempolarized could also be made to redirect their migration brane extensions were investigated by creating a series by moving the micropipette to a new location, creating of binarized images of migrating cells by using cells a migration path that was most often directed toward transfected with CFP-CAAX (a plasma membrane the direction of the pipette after an initial turn of the marker). A difference mask of sequential binary images leading edge (data not shown; Xu et al., 2003) . This abilwas used to identify the regions in which lamellipods ity to turn and directly migrate toward a pipette filled were extended (see details in the Supplemental Data). with chemoattractant is termed below a persistent cheWhile focally applied C5a triggered broad lamellipods motaxis process.
to move toward the pipette (w40% concentration graThe concentration gradients that we created with the dient across cell; Figure 2B ), lamellipod extension durmicropipette were initially quite steep, changed over ing random migration was found to be local ( Figure 2C ). time, and were nonlinear as the cells got closer to the Visual inspection suggested that typical local lamellipipette ( Figure 1B) . We therefore used a Dunn chamber pod extensions in DCs were a few micrometers wide to generate a more shallow and time-stable C5a gradiand were extended forward by a few micrometers over ent ( Figure 1B 
Coupling of Local Signaling to Local
(higher local concentration), one would predict that turns occur more often toward than away from the diLamellipod Extension We then addressed the question of whether these local rection of the source. Indeed, as shown in the images in Figure 5A and Supplemental Figure S8 for fibroblasts, PI3P signals correlate with local lamellipod extensions. Given that a few percent more such binding events are a triggering of local PI3P pulses (PH/CAAX ratio) was often followed by local extensions of lamellipodia (relaexpected to occur on the side closer to the source Figure 5E shows the resulting normalized crosscorrelation function, attractant, the probability of triggering a lamellipod to move toward the source is slightly higher than of trig-G(x) = Σ F(x 0 )*R(x 0 − x). The dashed control correlation line in the same figure was tested for systematic noise gering one to move away from the source (in a shallow gradient 1%-4% higher), which can then turn the cell by comparing PI3P signals with membrane extensions shifted by 30 m to the left. Standard errors are shown more often toward than away from the source. The average small turn triggered by an individual local lafor three of the data points. Consistent with a local coupling hypothesis, there was a significant correlation bemellipod extension can be termed "an angular step size," δ. Given the length of fibroblasts and DCs and the tween PI3P signals and membrane extension over a distance of ±6.3 m (full width at half-maximum, red dimensions of the observed local lamellipod extensions ( Figure 2G ), typical angular step sizes are expected to arrow). A correlation of 1 would reflect an extension that is exactly proportional to the PI3P signal. It should be in the range of 0.5°-4°. We developed a computer simulation program for be pointed out that while local PI3Ps markedly increased the probability that a local lamellipod extenthis local coupling model by only assuming that a local lamellipod extension within the leading edge is triggered sion was triggered, not all observed local PI3P pulses led to lamellipod extension, and only w70% of all lain response to the stochastic local binding of a chemoattractant molecule. The binding probability was mellipod extensions were preceded by significant PI3P pulses. This is either a result of the confocal imaging proportional to the relative local chemoattractant concentration. Figure 6A the Supplemental Data) show that this model is suffiwhether the directional choices during chemotaxis are directly predictable from basic parameters. It is, for excient to make cells migrate more often toward a chemoattractant source than away from it, thereby creating ample, apparent from Figure 6 that cells migrate increasingly more often toward the source as the steepa biased random walk similar to the one observed for fibroblasts, neutrophils, and DCs. Since we were interness of the gradient increases. These directional choices of migrating cells can be quantitatively deested in whether such a model could predict a transition from random walk to biased random walk to persisscribed by introducing a directional probability function (or angular probability distribution), P(α) ( Figure 7A ). tent chemotaxis, we also tested the same simulations for an increasing steepness of the chemoattractant graThe angle α (in units of radian from +π to −π) is the migration angle of a cell in relationship to the chemdient. Strikingly, cells showed a transition from random migration (for uniform chemoattractant and chemoatoattractant source (with an α = 0 for a cell migrating toward the source, +π/2 and −π/2 for a cell migrating tractant gradients <w0.5%), to biased random walk (0.5%-4%), to persistent migration (>4%). Each of the perpendicular to the source, and −π for a cell moving away from the source). Based on the assumption that three panels in Figure 6B shows migration paths of 15 cells that were simulated for gradients of g = 0, g = each local signal triggers a small direction change either to the left or right (by an angular step size), we 0.02, and g = 0.06, respectively. The mean angular step size for the simulation was w0.7°.
were able to derive a surprisingly simple chemotaxis equation that gives the probability distribution as a 
get within the range of target sites, where they can read the chemoattractant gradient. As part of this process, where −π < α < π and γ as a normalization constant. they would undergo a transition from random walk to This chemotaxis equation can be used to describe biased random walk until they could persistently chethe directional choices during random migration, bimotax toward the site of infection or inflammation or ased random walk, and persistent chemotaxis. More other target site. Thus, random migration and chemoimportantly, and relevant for the conceptual undertaxis provide an effective combined mechanism to standing of chemotaxis, this equation makes the preincrease the capture radius over which cells can be diction that the different chemotactic migration behaattracted.
viors of a cell can be described by a single parameter, the ratio CP = g/δ. We have termed this ratio the "comDerivation of a General Chemotaxis Equation pass parameter" since its value is a measure of how and Identification of a Compass Parameter well a cell can find the source of a chemoattractant (the While these simulations are useful for visualizing the higher the value, the better the compass). The compass parameter has a value of CP > 4 for a persistently checellular migration behavior, we asked the question of role of PI3Ps is not related to the chemotaxis process and 1F), we found a good match with the measured itself. A way to possibly phrase this better is that selfdirectional probability distribution (CP of 1.9 and 2.3, polarization and a cell's capacity to migrate are fundarespectively). This is consistent with estimates for the mental processes needed for a broad range of cell angular step sizes in the two cell types of 1°and an functions and not only for chemotaxis alone (also see, approximate relative gradient steepness of 3% across for example, Devreotes and Janetopoulos, 2003). Sevthe leading edge of the cells. This shows that a quantieral previous findings concerning PI3Ps and chemotative prediction of DC and fibroblast chemotaxis mitaxis can then potentially be explained by a dual role of gration paths can be obtained by simply calculating the this ubiquitous second messenger in selfpolarization as directional probability by using the chemotaxis equawell as in triggering small turns in the direction of mition and the compass parameter.
gration. In our model, the only molecular machinery for chemotaxis is the local process by which a local chemoattractant binding event triggers via PI3Ps or other Conclusions signaling pathways a local lamellipod extension and a Our study shows that random migration, biased ransmall turn in the direction of migration. dom walk toward chemoattractants, and persistent Finally, it is interesting to point out that the observed chemotaxis can be simulated by a local coupling model biased random migration paths are, at first glance, remand that the fidelity of migrating toward the source can iniscent of the biased random walks seen in bacterial be predicted by a single "compass parameter." The chemotaxis (Sourjik and Berg, 2004) . However, the model differs from previous models by arguing that eukaryotic chemotaxis model described here relies on chemotaxis does not involve spatial feedback and that cells do not know where the source of the chemoatracgradual turns that are biased toward the source, while 
